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More change . . .
The editorial in the Spring 1994 issue dwelt on resistance to the concept of
change which many of us in the medical profession, even in Ulster, would
recognise. We want to be doctors, we are trained to be doctors, we can see
changes which would benefit those people who come to us as patients - but we
are resistant to politicians who think they can see a broader perspective.
But changes are happening and happening fast. The costs of providing X-rays,
laboratory tests, day theatres, car parks, even offices, as much as the
traditional costs of beds and nurses are driving those changes. At this time Dr
McKenna and his group of wise people are deliberating on the future profile of
the two largest and most centrally placed hospitals in Northern Ireland. One
single administrative institution, on two or more sites, might not please the
politicians who are looking for competition, but would certainly diminish
individual doctors reluctancetoseetheirpersonal providerprofilesreapportioned
by supposedly rival organizations.
Or will fund holding practices or their newly appointed practice managers, the
second wave of whom are about to appear on the contracting scene, will they
be the decision makers? Some well established practices are resisting this
scenario and opting tojoin a non-fund holding group, hoping to retain more of
the personal nature of their medical life with less insistence on financial
considerations.
The desire ofgovernment to control the health care organization is not new, nor
even unreasonable. But politicians are wary of their electoral base and this
leads to electorally based decisions which are not necessarily best for the
delivery of good health care. Sir Dennis Faulkner, a respected businessman,
with a group of similarly experienced colleagues in positions of executive
responsibility as chairmen of hospital trusts, could see the problem from an
even wider perspective than our local politicians: but the business view that
Northern Ireland warranted only one health care organization, not four, did not
get political approval. Are we stuck in a "no-change" position for non-medical
reasons?
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There have been many changes for the better in the past few years:
communication by dedicated telephones between general practitioner and
hospital is now expected - but can the patient expect as much? Letters in both
directions are more expeditious. We audit what we do and make suggestions
on how to do better. We have better premises, particularly in family practice -
some hospitals are still too old fashioned. But all of these changes could have
been achieved without the radical reforming zeal ofthe government ofthe day:
all simply needed to have money spent. Waiting lists for some surgical
procedures cause much concern: the controlling point is when in the course of
an illness the decision to enter the surgical scene is made - change in
procedures, and increasing microsurgical and intravascular technology means
a change in the general perception of when something should be done. Large
clinics with waiting rooms full of exasperated but usually tolerant people
waiting to see a hospital specialist should no longer exist: the very nature of a
"consultation", and of a "specialist" is changing.
The brave new world of the health service reforms of the 1980's will not
necessarily be applicable in the year 2000. There is no real consideration for
office practice for specialists in current hospital planning: we count the beds,
calculate the number of nurses required, and add on the outpatients as an
addendum. The major reduction in expensive long term hospital geriatric care,
which Dr Taylor and Dr McConnell refer to in their three articles in this issue,
shows that that sort of calculation can get it very wrong. Will we move to
specialist "officepractice", withhospitalsfunctioningonlyforacuteemergencies
andcomplexoperations? Thatwouldbe a change backtothe situation 50 years
ago when "Consultants" provided specialist opinions from their consulting
rooms at home in University Square, and provided emergency services at the
hospital largely as a grace and favour.
It is exactly 50 years since the then Colonel Ian Fraser, fresh from surgical
destinction in the allied invasion of Sicily, found himself leading a mobile
hospital to the D-Day beaches, armed with the newly available penicillin. It is
80 years since the young Thomas Houston set out to support the troops in the
trenches of Northern Europe. The historical view may allow us to adjust our
sights for the future. Will we be celebrating 50 years of the National Health
Service in 1998?1 hope we will.
D R HADDEN
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